ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Surfactant corrosion inhibitors can retard acidic corrosion when added to the aqueous environment in very small concentrations (ppm level). Nitrogen-based organic molecules, such as imidazolines, imidazoline amido amines, and their salts, have been widely used as corrosion inhibitors for protecting mild steel from carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) corrosion. [1] [2] [3] [4] One of the most important properties of surfactant-type corrosion inhibitors is their ability to adsorb onto a metal surface to form a protective layer. [5] [6] [7] Understanding the adsorption mechanism and strength of these layers is one critical step leading to better understanding of how they perform their corrosion protection function. It is also an important factor when evaluating and selecting an inhibitor for a field application, and when developing models of corrosion in the presence of inhibitors.
Over the last few decades, the adsorption characteristics of a wide variety of surfactants have been investigated, using calorimetry, [8] [9] fluorescence decay, [10] [11] neutron reflection, [12] [13] and atomic force microscopy. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] One important property of a surfactant is its critical micelle concentration (CMC), which is the concentration when the surfactant molecules spontaneously agglomerate together to form small colloid particles called micelles within the bulk liquid. The micelles significantly affect the adsorption structure of surfactant inhibitors at solid/liquid interfaces and their performance. [19] [20] A previous study of surfactant adsorption reported that the formation of a first adsorbed layer was due to electrostatic interactions of positive ions on negatively charged surfaces. The second layer is formed with a further increase in surfactant concentration close to the CMC. In this "bi-layer" arrangement, the hydrocarbon "tails" of the inhibitor molecules are facing each other (inward) while the hydrophilic groups point outward-toward the solution and the steel surface. 6, 11, [21] [22] Other adsorption structures are found above the CMC, such as micelles, hemimicelles, and admicelles, and have also
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been reported for various surfactants. [23] [24] [25] It has been found that the adsorption and aggregation structures of corrosion inhibitors may vary due to changes in the type of molecules, pH, temperature, counterions, and surface properties of the substrate. [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] Nevertheless, some adsorption properties of corrosion inhibitor films, such as film thickness, mechanical integrity, and adhesion strength, have not been satisfactorily resolved. Studying these properties is very important for understanding the stability and integrity of adsorbed inhibitor films in corrosive environments. A main driver for this work is the widespread discussion about whether inhibitor films can be removed from the metal surface at some critical fluid velocity. [31] [32] [33] This velocity apparently depends on the concentration and type of corrosion inhibitor and is manifested by a rapid increase in the corrosion rate when inhibitor molecules are removed from the surface. Schmitt, et al., reported that the performance of inhibitor films decreased when the flow velocity exceeded a critical value, suggesting that a high wall shear stress can cause the removal of inhibitor film and inhibition failure. 34 Among many others, Zheng, et al., also claimed that high shear stress flow can remove inhibitor layers and significantly decrease their efficiency. 32 However, other well-controlled studies have shown that the film integrity was not affected by a high wall shear stress and intense near-wall turbulence. 35 Therefore, the resolution of these contradicting findings could only be found by directly measuring the magnitude of the adhesion forces between the steel surface and the inhibitor film and comparing it to the typical hydrodynamic forces seen in the field.
Since the invention of atomic force microscopy (AFM) in 1986, 36 great advances have been made in the application of this technique. AFM has the advantage and capability of being able to measure the forces of molecular interaction and adsorption at surfaces. In this work, an in situ AFM was applied to resolve the structure of the adsorbed inhibitor film, to evaluate the mechanical properties of the film, and to determine the stress values needed to remove the inhibitor molecules from the surface.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Materials
The molecular structure of corrosion inhibitor tall oil fatty acid (TOFA) imidazolium chloride is shown in Figure 1 . As a 2 nm long cationic surfactant inhibitor, it has a positively charged hydrophilic head and a hydrophobic tail. These molecules can adsorb onto a metal surface and markedly change the corrosionresistant properties of the metal. [37] [38] [39] The CMC of TOFA imidazolium chloride ( Figure  2 ) was obtained by measuring changes in surface tension with concentration using the drop weight method. 40 All solutions were prepared using deionized water with a conductivity of 18 MΩ cm -1 . The CMC was determined to be 8 mM at pH 4.8 and 25°C.
Mica substrate was first used to develop the AFM techniques for measuring adsorbed film thickness, normal penetration force, and lateral removal force, because it can provide an atomically flat, chemically stable, and negatively charged surface for inhibitor adsorption, making AFM scanning comparatively easy to do and interpret. Subsequent measurements were made on the surfaces of gold (Au) and mild steel. The gold surface was prepared by vapor deposition of gold, under high vacuum, onto a polished Type 316 (UNS S31600) (1) stainless steel substrate. The steel specimen was cut from a pipeline sample of API 5L X65 carbon steel, successively polished using 400, 600, 800, 1,000, and 1,500 grit silicon carbide paper followed by 9, 3, and 1 µm diamond suspensions. For (1) analysis carried out on the steel surface, both the AFM chamber and the inhibitor solution were deoxygenated using CO 2 to eliminate the interference by oxygen corrosion.
Atomic Force Microscopy Measurements
For AFM measurements, aqueous solutions of corrosion inhibitor were prepared at concentrations of 0.5 and 2 times the CMC (i.e., 4 mM and 16 mM, respectively). A freshly cleaved mica, vapor-deposited gold, or polished steel substrate was immobilized in a fluid cell, and the cell was assembled in the AFM instrument with the AFM tip positioned above the substrate surface. Aqueous solution was slowly injected into the cell through the side tubing. Inhibitor film was allowed to fully develop on the surface for a period exceeding 6 h, an optimized duration justified later in this paper. AFM measurements were then carried out in aqueous solutions at the solid-liquid interface to obtain surface morphology, 14, 18 film thickness, 41 penetration force, 24 and lateral force measurements. 42 The scan rate for imaging and lateral force measurements was set to 1,000 nm.s -1 . Typical resolution of 256 by 256 pixels was set in AFM images. No effects of scan rate (500 nm.s -1 to 3,000 nm.s . They are known to have a rather hydrophobic character, and their low spring constant was chosen to help maintain the integrity of the inhibitor film during scanning in aqueous solutions. To image the topography of the adsorbed molecular structure, a low normal force (<2 nN) was applied to the AFM cantilever, which provides a necessary load for imaging and still avoids damaging the delicate inhibitor film structure.
The method to measure film thickness was to first scratch away a small section of the inhibitor film by lateral sweeps (all the way to the original substrate surface) and then image and measure the height difference between the scratched and untouched areas. To investigate the forces required for scratching away adsorbed inhibitor molecules, the normal force applied to the cantilever was gradually increased until lateral cantilever movement was able to remove inhibitor molecules from the substrate surface. The minimal normal force to achieve the removal of adsorbed inhibitor molecules from the various substrate surfaces was determined to be 60 nN. In the first step of this procedure, an XY lateral scan was performed on an area of 1 by 1 µm 2 while still maintaining a high normal force of ≥60 nN. In the second step, a portion of the surface slightly larger than the scratched area was imaged using again a low normal force (<2 nN) to characterize the damage created by the first step. In addition, a line scan, using this low normal force, traversing the unscratched and scratched areas, was used to determine film thickness in a slightly different way.
The penetration forces determined in this study were obtained using force-distance curve measurements. They were carried out in situ within the inhibited aqueous solution and consist of recording the tip-sample interaction as a function of tip-sample distance when the tip is moved perpendicularly to the surface (Figure 3[a] ). Measurements of the lateral force to scratch away inhibitor molecules from substrate surfaces were made using the in situ friction loop technique. This involved a forward and reverse line scan parallel to the surface and perpendicular to the long axis of the AFM cantilever, under an optimized normal load ( Figure 3[b] ). The optimized normal load was 60 nN and was the same as that used for the film thickness measurements. Using the same normal force in each friction loop allows direct comparison between measurements.
The above procedures to study surfactant corrosion inhibitor films were repeatedly conducted using two different AFM: one instrument located at the Institute for Corrosion Multiphase Technology at Ohio University, and the other one located at the University Paris VI in France. Each analysis, including topography scan, film thickness measurement, and force measurement, has also been performed at least three times to confirm the repeatability and validity of data.
Corrosion Measurements
Corrosion measurements were conducted in a 2-L glass cell setup that contained a three-electrode configuration. 35 Test solutions were prepared by dissolving 3% sodium chloride (NaCl) in deionized water, and further deoxygenated by continuous CO 2 bub- 
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bling at 1 bar pressure. Solution pH was adjusted to 4.8 using sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO 3 ), and temperature was maintained at 25±1°C. Cylindrical working electrode was machined from X65 carbon steel with a surface area of 4.94 cm 2 , and mounted on a polytetrafluoroethylene-coated steel rod. Prior to immersion, the working electrode was polished with 400 grit and 600 grit silicon carbide papers, degreased in isopropyl alcohol in an ultrasonic bath, and dried in nitrogen flow. The counter electrode was a ring-shaped platinum (Pt) wire surrounding the working electrode, and the silver/silver chloride (Ag/AgCl; saturated potassium chloride [KCl]) reference electrode was located in a Luggin capillary close to the working electrode.
Corrosion rates were monitored by linear polarization resistance (LPR) programmed in a potentiostat. LPR measurements were performed in a range of ±5 mV with respect to the open-circuit potential and a scan rate of 0.125 mV/s during each test to maintain a deoxygenated environment. A "B" constant value of 23 mV was used to calculate corrosion rate from measured polarization resistance. 43 TOFA imidazolium chloride was injected into the glass cell 2 h after reaching the stable baseline corrosion rate.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Measurements on Mica
Adsorption Structure and Film Thickness - . The surface profile plots show that the full z-scale in both conditions is less than 2 Angstroms. The uniform featureless surfaces shown in these images suggest that the inhibitor molecules are adsorbed at the mica/solution interface as a continuous (pinhole-free) film, flat on an atomic scale. This is regardless of the internal structure of the film, which could vary. No artifacts are shown in the images, indicating that the adsorbed structure was not disrupted by the scanning process. Multiple images on different locations of the surface confirmed that the mica/solution interface was fully covered by a flat inhibitor film at concentrations of both 0.5 and 2 times the CMC.
To investigate the internal structure of the inhibitor films and to accurately measure film thickness, the inhibitor molecules were removed by scratching the surface over an area of 1 by 1 µm 2 . Figure 5 shows AFM images produced after the scratching in which the central areas are those where different applied normal forces were used in attempts to remove the inhibitor molecules by the AFM tip. The same tip was used in the three experiments shown in Figure 5 , to maintain consistent conditions. When the applied normal force was <2 nN, i.e., less than the critical force for the tip to penetrate the inhibitor film, the image revealed the surface morphology of the adsorbed inhibitor ( Figure 5 [a]). When the normal force was set to 40 nN, the tip was able to penetrate the inhibitor film and create features shown in Figure  5 (b). However, because the force was insufficient to remove molecules from the surface, the inhibitor film appears to be more or less intact after the scratching procedure. When the applied normal force was set to 60 nN, the inhibitor molecules were removed from the scratched area, as shown in the center of the image in Figure 5 (c). Further increases in the applied normal force beyond 60 nN did not change the depth of the scratched area since the underlying, much harder mica surface was not scratched by the tip. Figure 6 shows the AFM images of the area after scratching, in 0.5 CMC and 2 CMC inhibitor solutions, respectively. Line scans taken across the scratching prints show depths of 2 nm and 4 nm at 0.5 CMC and 2 CMC, respectively, which approximately corresponds to one and two TOFA imidazolium chloride molecular lengths. That is, it appears that a mono-molecular layer is formed at 0.5 CMC and a bi-layer at 2 CMC, which is consistent with models proposed in some previous publications. 6, 15, 44 The film thickness measurements of 2 nm and 4 nm were consistent when scratching was repeated in different areas on the mica surface, indicating that a continuous, uniform, adsorbed film had formed over the surface in both cases. The experiment was repeated many times with the same result. To confirm that the measured film thickness was due to adsorbed surfactant molecules, similar experiments were repeated in pure water in the absence of TOFA imidazolium chloride. The images 
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revealed a uniform, featureless surface and no effect of scratching could be detected.
Kinetics of Readsorption -An obvious question that emerged following these film thickness measurements was: Why did the inhibitor molecules not readsorb after being scratched away from the surface? It was hypothesized that the kinetics of readsorption was relatively slow. A new series of experiments was conducted and profile measurements taken at different time intervals after scratching away the inhibitor molecules in a 2 CMC solution. Figure 7 shows topography images and profiles following the inhibitor layer removal by scratching in the central area, as described above. The depth of the scratched area was 4 nm at the beginning, immediately following the removal process ( Figure 7[a] ), corresponding to the thickness of a bilayer film. The scratched area was gradually "restored" (Figures 7[b] and [c]) as the inhibitor readsorbed, and it appears fully covered by inhibitor molecules after 6 h ( Figure 7[d] ). These data explain why at least 6 h was used to obtain a full layer of adsorbed inhibitor on mica, before any measurements were done, as described in the "Experimental Procedures" section. It also demonstrates the ability of the AFM technique to characterize the kinetics of inhibitor film formation, which is important information for any modeling purposes as well as for many practical applications such as inhibitor batch
FIGURE 7. Topography images and surface profiles of an area (a) immediately, (b) 1 h, (c) 3 h, and (d) 6 h after film removal. The scratched area was gradually restored by inhibitor molecules in 6 h.
treatment and in cases where pigging or sand production operations can temporarily destroy the inhibitor film on pipe surfaces.
Penetration Force Measurements -Although it is not fully understood how protective inhibitor films form, the effectiveness of the film to reduce corrosion could be generally related to molecular size (length), film thickness, and packing density of the adsorbed inhibitor molecules. [45] [46] [47] The integrity and persistence of the inhibitor film in flowing solutions is also of paramount importance in pipeline situations. In this section it is described how some mechanical properties of an inhibitor film were evaluated using AFM forcedistance measurements. Figure 8 shows force-distance curves measured on inhibitor films formed on mica from aqueous solutions at 0.5 CMC and 2 CMC solutions. These curves are compared to the curve obtained for bare mica, i.e., mica immersed in pure water in the absence of surfactant inhibitor molecules. The Y axis shows the measured force applied to the AFM tip, and the X axis represents the position of the tip in the direction perpendicular to the surface.
On the bare mica surface, which is free of adsorbed surfactant molecules, the force between the tip and surface is zero when the distance is larger than 2 nm, indicating that there is no interaction of the AFM tip with the surface. When the distance of the tip is approximately 2 nm (see black dotted curve), one can observe a "jump to contact" event, i.e., the tip is suddenly attracted to the surface due to short-range attractive forces, which manifests itself as a negative force in Figure 8 . Further downward movement of the AFM tip pushes it against the hard mica surface, and the resulting repulsion exerted on the AFM probe produces a positive force that increases linearly with distance as a result of the flexing of the cantilever and incompressible character of mica substrate. Under these experimental conditions, one can use the linear part of the approach curve to extract the normal angular sensitivity of the AFM tip.
In the presence of surfactant inhibitor films, the tip being initially far from the surface does not interact with it, as illustrated by the zero force measured on the initial part of the curve to the left. As the tip moves downward approaching the surface, it starts interacting with the outer portion of the inhibitor film at a given distance. This interaction is revealed by an increasing positive/repulsive force. It is thought that this force results in an indentation (or compression) of the inhibitor film produced by the AFM tip. This repulsive force reaches a maximum here called "breakthrough" force corresponding to a situation where the tip starts penetrating the inhibitor film. This situation is followed by an abrupt decrease in repulsive force, corresponding to further incursion of the tip inside the film. Further movement of the AFM tip toward the surface causes the force to increase again as the tip is pressed against the incompressible mica surface, as already observed in the absence of inhibitor film. In the case of the films formed at 0.5 CMC and 2 CMC, the breakthrough force is measured at about 1.1 nN and 2.4 nN, respectively. One can notice that the force required to penetrate the thicker film resulting from a 2 CMC inhibitor concentration is appreciably higher.
Other authors have used this force-curve technique to determine the thickness of adsorbed molecules; 48 however, while it may provide an indication of inhibitor film thickness within an order of magnitude, it is not considered to be accurate enough. The technique described above of film nano-scratching followed by a line profile measurement gives a more accurate measurement of film thickness. The forcedistance measurements when used to determine film thickness usually lead to an overestimation of the film thickness. This is because part of the measurement involves sensing the interaction between the AFM tip and adsorbed inhibitor layer due to Van der Waals type forces, which are sensed further away from the inhibitor surface.
However, the force-distance measurements described above provide valuable information about the force required to penetrate an inhibitor film. The force exerted by the flow of fluid in pipelines is usually expressed in terms of a stress (force/unit area) with units of Pascal (Pa). To roughly compare the AFM penetration force measurements with the forces produced by fluid flow, the AFM measurements were converted into a pressure form (Pa) by dividing by the penetration force with the cross-sectional area (πr 
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and 3.4 MPa, respectively, for inhibitor films formed at 0.5 CMC and 2 CMC (Table 1) .
A mechanism for inhibitor failure in flowing solutions has been repeatedly attributed to the wall shear stress removing inhibitor films from steel pipe walls. [31] [32] [33] [34] The typical values of shear stress in pipe flow are in the range from 1 Pa to 10 Pa, with fluctuations seen under the most extreme conditions in multiphase slug flow not exceeding 1 kPa. [49] [50] [51] Based on our penetration force measurements, it appears that an MPa level stress is required to break through the inhibitor film. Therefore, from this coarse orderof-magnitude type of comparison, it seems unlikely that realistic fluid flow can physically damage the adsorbed inhibitor film.
However, this comparison can be considered unfair since it involves a force required to penetrate inhibitor films measured perpendicular to the sample surface, whereas the wall shear stress is a result of shearing forces parallel to the surface. In other words, the penetration force is probably related to the mutual interactions between the adsorbed inhibitor molecules and not to the force between the inhibitor molecules and the substrate surface. Furthermore, these measurements were made on mica and not on steel. To address these concerns, lateral force measurements carried out on mica were then progressed to gold and X65 grade mild steel. The results and discussion of these measurements are given in subsequent sections of this paper.
Interestingly, the normal penetration of the inhibitor film by the AFM tip did not damage the film structure or observably remove any inhibitor molecules. Figure 9 shows repeated, uninterrupted, forcedistance penetration curves recorded at the same position on the mica surface. After 15 repeated penetrations, the film appeared still intact as indicated by the similar force/distance curves and mechanical resistance to the AFM tip. This suggests that the penetration only temporarily/elastically "pushed apart" the inhibitor molecules, and when the tip was withdrawn they returned to their original positions with their overall structure intact. AFM images of the area where the penetration measurements were carried out also did not show any defects or damage of the film due to tip penetration. Results suggest that inhibitor molecules remained adsorbed on the surface even when the film was penetrated.
Lateral Removal Force Measurements -While the inhibitor molecules were not removed by AFM tip penetration, removal of inhibitor molecules was achieved by nano-scratching seen during the film thickness measurements as described above, due to the lateral interaction between the tip and the adsorbed molecules. In this section, it is reported how AFM was used to quantitatively measure the magnitude of the lateral force required to remove adsorbed inhibitor molecules from the surface. These types of force measurements more closely relates to the shear force required for removal of the inhibitor molecules from the substrate surface.
The lateral force was measured by applying the minimum required normal force of 60 nN to the cantilever, as described above for the film thickness measurements. Using this force, it was found that the inhibitor molecules could be removed from the surface by the scanning tip (Figures 5 and 6 ). It was established, moreover, that this normal force is far larger than the breakthrough force (1.1 nN or 2.4 nN) . To perform a lateral force measurement, a cyclic line scan, also called a "friction loop," 42 was used. The AFM tip was initially brought into contact with the mica surface at a 60 nN normal force and then it was moved in one direction (forward scan), and then traversed back to the starting point by scanning in the opposite direction (reverse scan). Both scans were done in the direction perpendicular to the length of the cantilever at the same scan speed. A lateral fl exing of the cantilever ensured that the forward and reverse scanning did not fully overlap. The AFM instrument records the cantilever torque induced by the lateral interaction between the AFM tip and the sample surface. The lateral spring constant and AFM photodiode lateral sensitivity were used to convert the raw data into quantitative force values. The average lateral sensitivity of 45 nm/V was calibrated by using the AFM operation software. The average lateral spring constant of 36 N/m was calculated using the following equation: 
where k lat is the lateral spring constant of the cantilever beam, L is its length, H is the height of the tip, k n is the normal spring constant, θ is the angle between the base arms of the triangular cantilever, and ν is the Poisson ratio for Si 3 N 4 . 42 L, H, and θ were measured using scanning electron microscopy. Figures 10 and 11 show lateral force measurements for a mono-molecular layer and a bi-molecular layer fi lm formed in 0.5 CMC and 2 CMC solutions, respectively. In each of these fi gures, there are two sets of friction loops recorded on two different surfaces, one for a mica surface in water (blank) and the other for a mica surface covered with an inhibitor fi lm in an aqueous solution of the inhibitor at the corresponding concentration. The curves were recorded using the same tip, scan speed of 1 Hz, and normal force (60 nN) applied to the cantilever. Positive and negative friction forces shown in the graphs correspond to the force recorded during the forward and reverse scans, respectively. In Figure 10 , the average lateral force on inhibitor-free mica was 163 nN, while the average lateral force in the presence of the monolayer inhibitor fi lm (0.5 CMC) was 203 nN. The signifi cant increase in the lateral force of approximately 40 nN is attributed to a change in surface properties and the force to remove adsorbed inhibitor molecules from the mica surface.
In Figure 11 , the average lateral force on inhibitor-free mica was 163 nN, while the average lateral force in the presence of the bilayer fi lm (2 CMC) was 207 nN. Correspondingly, the difference of 44 nN is attributed to the lateral force for removing inhibitor molecules away from the mica surface. The lateral force measurements recorded on a bi-layer inhibitor fi lm in a solution at 2 CMC are very similar to those obtained with a monolayer fi lm in Figure 10 . These results provide evidence that the lateral force was measured by interrupting the interaction between the hydrophilic moiety of adsorbed molecules in the fi rst molecular layer and the mica surface. The second molecular layer, which stacked on top of the fi rst layer, did not contribute to the molecule-to-surface interaction, and thus did not alter the lateral force. Even though a 20% variation can occur during lateral force measurements (Table 1) , especially on relatively rougher Au and steel surfaces, our measurements are still valid because we mainly focus on the order of magnitude of calculated shear stress from force measurements.
The lateral force measurements were converted into a shear stress by using the same cross-sectional area of 7×10 -16 m 2 as in the penetration force measurements (Table 1) . It is diffi cult to know the exact contact area during friction experiments, i.e., the actual area of the tip acting on the inhibitor molecules during lateral movement. Therefore, the values of shear stress in Table 1 (MPa) are only estimated values, but nevertheless suitable for order-of-magnitude comparisons to the wall shear stress produced by fl uid fl ow in pipelines. Table 1 shows the measured 
lateral forces and calculated stress values, and the calculated shear stresses to remove monolayer and bilayer inhibitor films are of the order of 60 MPa. Comparing with the wall shear stress in realistic flow in pipelines, [49] [50] [51] the shear stress required to mechanically remove inhibitor films is at least four orders of magnitude higher than the wall shear stress generated by fluid flow. Even considering the possible error in the estimation of contact area, the measured stress is still orders of magnitude higher than the wall shear stress in a pipe flow. Table 1 provides a summary of normal and lateral force measurements for monolayer and bi-molecular layer films formed on mica from solutions of TOFA imidazolium chloride at 0.5 and 2 times the CMC. It is emphasized again that in Table 1 , the force measurements given in nN, which were obtained by AFM force-distance curves and friction loops, are accurate values, directly determined by AFM force measurements. The numbers for shear stress, in MPa, are calculated values based on the measured forces and the estimated cross-sectional area of the AFM tip. It can be seen that the lateral force is independent of film thickness and inhibitor concentration, indicating this force is only related to the adsorption between inhibitor hydrophilic groups and mica surface. For a given inhibitor molecule, its adsorption strength on the surface does not change when there are more adsorbed layers. And the measured lateral force is at least 20 times greater than the corresponding penetration force, indicating it is much harder to physically remove adsorbed molecules than to penetrate through the film structure. In other words, the inhibitor-surface force interactions are, in this case, much stronger than the inhibitor-inhibitor interactions.
Measurements on Gold
To investigate whether the penetration and removal forces measured on mica are typical of other more practical materials, similar experiments and measurements to those reported above were performed on gold and steel substrates. The measurements for steel are described in the following section. Studies on gold were carried out first because the testing environment was non-corrosive to gold. Investigations of inhibitor film formation on several substrates helped answer questions such as:
-Is the morphology of the inhibitor films similar? -Does the normal penetration and lateral removal forces change with different substrates? AFM images of a vapor-deposited gold surface in the absence and presence of TOFA imidazoline at 2 CMC are given in Figure 12 . It can be seen from this figure that the Au surface is comparatively rough with a peak-to-peak roughness of 20 nm, and the presence of the inhibitor did not change or significantly affect surface morphology. This indicates that inhibitor molecules formed a continuous flat film on gold surface, similarly as on mica. The corresponding penetration force measurements for these surfaces are given in Figure 13 . Despite the apparent lack of influence on surface morphology, the inhibitor has had an obvious effect on the force distance curve. With no inhibitor present, a negative attractive curve was recorded, but in the presence of inhibitor at 2 CMC, a positive repulsive force is obtained. The force to penetrate the inhibitor film is about 2 nN, which is similar to the result for a bimolecular layer film formed on mica.
Lateral removal force measurements were conducted, first, to estimate the thickness of the film, and, second, to estimate the strength of adsorption. These measurements were performed using a normal load of 60 nN, the same as the load used for mica. An AFM image of the film thickness and surface profile is shown in Figure 14 . Figure 15 shows the lateral force measurements for Au in water and in the presence of 2 CMC, TOFA imidazolium chloride. Despite the surface roughness causing interference with the film thickness measurement, the results are comparable to those recorded for mica (Table 1) .
Measurements on X65 Steel
The work described above using an atomically smooth mica surface and a rougher gold surface naturally progressed to carrying out similar measurements on a mild steel substrate. Imaging of surfactant molecules adsorbed on steel by AFM has been reported earlier by Bosenberg, et al. 52 In that investigation, the structure of inhibitor molecules adsorbed on steel were similar to those imaged on mica, but no attempt was made to measure film thickness or the mechanical and adsorption properties of the film.
Adsorption Structure and Film Thickness - Figure 16 shows the topography images and surface profiles of highly polished X65 grade steel in deionized water and aqueous solutions of TOFA imidazolium chloride at concentrations of 0.5 CMC and 2 CMC. These images were obtained from three different locations on the X65 surface, and thus the orientations of polishing marks are different. After the polishing, the peak-to-peak roughness of steel surface is less than 10 nm (Figure 16[a] ), which makes it eligible for AFM analysis. Further adsorption of inhibitor films ( Figures 16[b] and [c]) did not change the surface roughness and surface features. This indicates that the adsorption of inhibitor molecules follows the original morphology of the steel surface, and continuous flat inhibitor films were formed at both 0.5 CMC and 2 CMC conditions. Film thickness was measured for inhibitor films using the previously described procedure. Figure 17 shows that the film thickness is 2 nm and 4 nm for films formed at 0.5 CMC and 2 CMC, respectively, corresponding to the monolayer and bimolecular layer film formation at respective inhibitor concentrations. These results are consistent with those obtained on mica substrates, indicating this type of inhibitor has similar adsorption properties on mica and steel surfaces.
Penetration Force Measurements - Figure 18 shows force distance curves, using X65 grade steel as the substrate, in deionized water and in the presence of inhibitor films formed at 0.5 CMC and 2 CMC. The force to penetrate the inhibitor films are given in Table 1. Table 1 also provides a summary of the penetration force and lateral removal force measurements recorded at different inhibitor film thicknesses for mica, gold, and X65 grade steel. It can be seen that the shape of the curves using X65 grade steel as a substrate are similar to those obtained using a mica substrate. The presence of an inhibitor film has significantly changed the shape of the force-distance curves compared to the blank. The force to penetrate the bimolecular layer film, formed at 2 CMC, is about 3 nN and is twice the force to penetrate the monomolecular layer film formed at 0.5 CMC. These results are also consistent with the forces recorded on the mica substrate.
Lateral Removal Force Measurements - Figure 19 shows the friction loop curves for monolayer and bimolecular layer films of TOFA imidazolium chloride on X65 steel in solutions at 0.5 CMC and 2 CMC. These curves are compared to the friction loop curve for X65 steel in deionized water with no inhibitor present. The technique was the same as that used for mica with a normal load of 60 nN applied to the cantilever. The lateral removal force for the surfactant molecules was determined from the difference in the two curves, i.e., by subtracting the average force in the presence of an inhibitor film from the average force obtained with no inhibitor film present. The removal force was determined to be about 75 nN for both the mono and bimolecular layer films. As anticipated, the results are independent of film thickness since they are a measurement of the force between the molecules' hydrophilic head group and the substrate surface. Comparing with the forces on mica and gold substrates, the lateral removal forces measured on the steel surface are much higher (Table 1) . This is because the imidazoline ring, which is "rich" in electrons, is able to share electrons with Fe atoms and lead to stronger interactions. [53] [54] By further converting these lateral force values to stress values, based on the cross-sectional area of the AFM tip, the stress to physically remove inhibitor molecules is as high as 100 MPa. Even considering the possible variations in the tip area during the scanning, and other uncertainty involved in the calculations, one can conclude that the stress value required to remove inhibitor film from the steel surface is in the MPa range. These results indicate that the realistic fluid flow found in pipelines, where wall shear stress does not exceed 1 kPa, cannot cause mechanical removal of inhibitors from a mild steel surface and increased corrosion.
Corrosion Rate Measurements
To better relate corrosion inhibitor performance to the AFM measurements, particularly for the case of X65 steel, corrosion rate measurements were conducted for X65 steel in CO 2 -saturated environments at TOFA imidazolium chloride concentrations of 0.5 and 2 times the CMC. Figure 20 shows corrosion rate versus time measurements for the two inhibitor concentrations. In both cases, the initial corrosion rate was high and reduced to lower rates due to the presence of the inhibitor. It took 5 h to 6 h to achieve a steady-state corrosion rate and maximum level of protection. This time is similar to the time detected by AFM for the inhibitor film to readsorb on mica. The higher steady-state corrosion rate of 0.26 mm/y obtained at an inhibitor concentration of 0.5 CMC can be attributed to the formation of a less protective mono-molecular layer film. On the other hand, the lower corrosion rate of 0.05 mm/y, at an inhibitor concentration of 2 CMC, can be attributed to the formation of a more protective bimolecular layer film as proven by the AFM measurements.
CONCLUSIONS
v It was found that TOFA imidazolium chloride inhibitor films formed a continuous and uniform film on mica, gold, and X65 grade steel surfaces. The measurements indicated that a monolayer formed below the CMC, i.e., at 0.5 CMC, while a bi-layer formed above the CMC, i.e., at 2 CMC. v AFM measurement of the force used to penetrate the inhibitor films is related to film structure. A significantly greater force was required to penetrate bilayer than monolayer films but both were found to be about 20 to 40 times lower than the force required to remove the inhibitor films from the substrate surface in nano-scratching tests. Lateral removal force measurement in nano-scratching tests is directly related to the strength of adsorption between the inhibitor
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molecule hydrophilic group and the substrate surface and not to the number of inhibitor molecular layers, because these measurements were independent of film thickness. v The shear stress required to remove inhibitor molecules from the surface determined by AFM lateral force measurements was 50 MPa to 100 MPa, which is at least three orders of magnitude above the maximum shear stress obtained by realistic fluid flow in pipelines (<1 kPa), even under the most severe hydrodynamic conditions. Therefore, it is unlikely that this type of inhibitor film can be removed from mild steel pipe walls as a result of shear forces produced by fluid flow. v It is recognized that an appreciable error may be involved in converting lateral AFM force measurements to a shear stress due to the uncertainty of knowing the actual area of the AFM tip interacting with the adsorbed molecules in the inhibitor film. Nevertheless, because of the many orders of magnitude in difference between the AFM-determined shear stress and the hydrodynamic wall shear stresses seen in practice, the above conclusion is still considered valid.
